Cortela Carbon is proud to partner with Helwig Carbon to introduce its new online learning centre.

Cortela.Training offers a diverse range of courses that are suitable for maintenance teams of all experience and skill levels. To sample the style of course and learning outcomes, simply visit the site, complete the self-registration and start the ‘Free Sample Course’.

**Why should your team study with Cortela.Training?**

Large motor problems can be very costly for unscheduled downtime or repairs, so it’s important that your maintenance teams possess the required standard of knowledge and experience to perform this work. The courses available from Cortela.Training provide maintenance teams (both internal and contractors), with a well-rounded knowledge base and specific advice on inspections, as well as methods to avoid common mistakes. The course also provide managers and supervisors with an understanding of important issues and performance data, as well as insight into troubleshooting common problems.

**Cortela.Training Courses for all levels**

Learn from the Carbon Experts with 200+ years of combined experience with brushed motors

- **BROWSE COURSES**
- **ONLINE ENQUIRY**

**What your team will learn in the Maintenance courses...**

- How to remove, inspect and replace carbon brushes
- Important cleaning processes and recommended equipment
- Brush holder, slip ring and commutator inspection
- Brush holder alignment, spring inspection and measurement
- Motor insulation inspection and measurement

**What your team will learn in the Problems & Solutions courses...**

- Troubleshooting and correcting common issues
- Understanding causes of motor performance issues, and common related symptoms
- Monitoring and maintaining motors for optimal performance and reliability

**Delivering specialist carbon training...**

One click at a time

Paid courses for AC and DC machines are now available for immediate purchase and enrolment.
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Is traditional training becoming a challenge for your organisation?

Are your experienced staff retiring?
Do your maintenance contractors have the required level of knowledge?
Do you struggle to find the time required to train staff in house?
Is it challenging to get everybody together at the same time?
Does your staff prefer e-based learning approaches?
Are you concerned with inconsistency in the content provided from session to session with traditional training methods?
Do you need a process to provide measurable outcomes of training?

Experience the Benefits of Online Training

Online training delivers content and learning in a familiar framework
Online training frees up staff otherwise allocated to provide training
Online training can be completed at each individual’s pace
Cortela.Training records successful completion of the on-line training and issues a certificate of completion. Maintenance contractors can complete the same learning modules as employees ensuring consistent delivery of knowledge across all persons engaged to work on motors.

Experience the Benefits of Online Training

Courses currently available include
✦ Slip Ring Motor Maintenance
✦ Slip Ring Motors Problems and Solutions
✦ DC Motor Maintenance
✦ DC Motors Problems and Solutions

New courses are being regularly added, so check the website for current course lists.